
$GENYEN

LITEPAPER
The Self Grown Investment. Genyen Trading will provide an increasing
value with strategic investments that will go toward benefiting all holders.
Taking over the Binance Smart Chain one Invest at a time.

CA:   0xd714d825f7b6f4861427de2ed200f4fd37df3ba1



Genyen Trading is one of the fastest growing
and most profitable communities across
Stockwits, Telegram, Discord, and More. We
are committed to providing sustainable, and
community-backed value in offering
$GENYEN, Our Faas Token.



WHAT IS
GENYEN?



VISION AND
MISSION

The crypto sphere is primed for new
whitespaces ready to be capitalized. $GEYEN
acts as a way to securely level the playing
field by distributing rewards to investors.

Provide a transparent, profitable, and
longevity-oriented token dedicated to 
generating rewards for investors.

Vision Mission



HOW DOES
GENYEN WORK?

The Geyen Team will dedicate buybacks with our
generated treasury funds to increase the price of
the token for all investors.

The Genyen team is secured through a Gnosis
multi-signature wallet to ensure that
confirmations and management of funding is
done transparently and securely. 

In order to provide liquidity at pivotal moments,
and to support the aggregation of funding to
multiply our pool, the treasury is the heart of our
token. 3% of each transaction is allocated.

Earn with Rewards

Safe and SecureDedicated Treasury



OUR 
GOAL?
The goal of $GENYEN is to multiply
capital by utilizing our teams deep roots
in networking, traditional investment,
and the IDO-sphere to provide value to
our token and allow everyone to
sustainably win. gain. earn.



TOKENOMICS
BREAKDOWN
This is how Genyen will use the
taxes collected on buy (15%) and sell
(15%) to fund the development of
our ecosystem and ensure the
longevity of our model.
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MEET OUR
TEAM

With over 25 years of collective experience,
the Genyen team is multi-dimensional.
adaptable, and uniquely talented. 

Bobby Pat
CEO Developer

Issac
COO

Element
Designer
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TOKEN
SUPPLY
ALLOCATION 

This is the distribution of 
the total supply of $GENYEN
in perpetuity to allow room for
innovation, growth, and support.



THANK YOU
WANT MORE?
Visit us online at www.GenyenTrading.com for more resources
like how to invest, learning about crypto, and all of our social
media links to stay up to date!


